What’s the BIG DEAL
about micropayments?

Unless it has been given away, originality will always have a
potential monetary value. MICROPAYMENT is a new source of
revenue.
The Clean Machine approach overcomes the practical disincentives of making numerous, small online purchases. Prices
start at two cents. The Clean Machine creates NEWSPAPER
TICKETS, which use a short code to carry a money balance,
which is transferred to the owners of purchased content. The
same ticket can use any site on the Clean Machine Network
-- newspapers, magazines, opinion pieces, podcasts -- with a
single sign-on.
The low price of micropayment content encourages people
to buy on impulse. We can sell an item for as little as 2 cents,
and that’s lower than anything else in the whole economy!
Shopping is supposed to be fun, and prices like these make a
person feel wealthy!
Because of the Internet, publications must find new sources
of revenue. “Give the customer what she wants” is our motto.
We can sell a single story or a single edition. Or media.
Customers view a “TICKET WINDOW”, each with a price
tag, an inventory number called the “badge”, and a description
of what it is that’s for sale (the preview). To make a purchase,
click the price tag; content opens in a new browser window,
and is automatically saved.

Ticket windows can automatically scroll, at an adjustable
speed, on the “START PAGE”. Although customers will spend a
longer time on your site, their perception will nevertheless be
that they are saving time. This is because they can review and
consider a larger number of items, in an organized way, using
our interface. And access past purchases with ease, using the
“TICKET REPORT”.
Using the SPEAKOUT FEATURE, customers can leave their
opinions as a telephonic message. A likely topic would be a
particular story you have published. It would direct readers to
the ticket window where phone recordings are saved. These’s
no charge for leaving a recording; only a charge for listening.
THE BEST MEASURE
Individually priced content items gives a better measure of
what the public really wants than we have ever had before.
This is a way for editors to discover what new topics to cover,
and also how long to leave them online.
Using the Clean Machine, print and online products support
each other. On paper, the appearance of a badge beside a story
indicates that there is an online version of it, which possibly
contains a variety of related information. The print product
gains value this way, and online gains audience from the
publicity of print.
The customer experience with the Clean Machine is as simple as logic allows. Indeed, our log-in procedure is far better
than the usual “username and password” routine. Only four

A “bureau” is a publication on the Clean Machine Network.
Editors will come to appreciate that the interface is designed
for speed and flexibility. However, what makes it simple for
the customer must by necessity make it complicated for the
editor. Before the story can be distributed, a preview must be
prepared. It’s extra work for editors, but everything depends
on having a good preview!
Besides the main content, there can be extra things (“bonus
content”) that relate to it. Like a map, hi-res photos, recorded
interviews, and previous stories on the same subject. Plus,
the slide show provides all the worthwhile photos. It’s simple
to download the ones you like. If a video is included, a short
excerpt can be previewed before purchase.
A BETTER PRESENTATION
Customers can enjoy your content at a time of their convenience, printed out or online. The size of type is very important, especially for older readers. With the Clean Machine,
readers need adjust this only once, and it will apply to all purchased text. Readers can choose a dark or light color scheme
to suit their mood or viewing conditions.
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characters are required, and each has a little picture to remember it by.
It’s a whole new way of doing business. The creators of content – reporters, photographers, artists – sell directly to the
customer (the readers). For each content item they post, they
can read a total of actual sales: free clicks and paid. It’s a real
conversation with the customers.
FREE SAMPLES
How does a business get new customers? In one form or
another, this means giving out free samples. These days,
publications invent “pay walls” whereby some of its product is
free, and some is paid for.
But the Clean Machine is a better way of doing this, because
it’s the publisher who decides which content will be free, and
which paid. With pay walls, people grab what they want, and
leave with that much less reason to come back. Free samples
intended to sell subscriptions have instead undermined their
value.
But rather than chasing away interested persons who don’t
happen to be subscribers, we can give them what they want
for a fair price, using the DAY PASS FREE TICKET. Insignificant to them, but for us, any ticket holder is a potential paying
customer.
This type of ticket gives free access, for a limited time, to
the articles you so authorize, by printing a ticket code inside
the print product. This gives people a way to experience our
new idea. Unlike a paid ticket, it only works at the bureau that
issues it. (If your bureau does not have a print product, do not
issue day pass tickets.)
What to do with a popular feature of your publication,
which has a long-established and loyal following, who are not
accustomed to pay for it? (Except possibly with a subscription.) One idea is to charge for the story when it first comes
out, and make it free, as it was before, the next day.

software because of our new and original page design.
Our manner of advertising is not intrusive. Online slowdowns for advertising will not occur because the extra data
that could slow things down is delivered only after the user
clicks to request it.
Clean Machine links are sophisticated. Besides simply jumping to another web page or downloading a file, advertising
can appear in a floating image. Custom code (Javascript) is
possible.
PRIVACY
Fashions come and fashions go, but privacy never goes out
of style. Using a Newspaper Ticket, one remains completely
anonymous. How you spend your money is nobody’s business.
You are known to the Clean Machine only by a ticket code.
Publishers should point out to their customers that most of
their micropayment spending goes straight to the journalist
or publication that took the effort it required.
WHAT SUBSCRIPTIONS CANNOT DO
The ability to have different prices for different stories
makes it easier to try new things. And it opens the possibility that talented content creators will be recognized for their
accomplishments. This is the opposite of appealing to “the
lowest common denominator”.
A smaller number of people can support the journalism they
prefer by paying a slightly higher price for it. With pleasure.
This is something that subscriptions cannot do.
And so we can say: The Clean Machine is a NEW SOURCE
OF REVENUE, because it is a NEW WAY of doing business.
Journalism has an inherent monetary value. To give your
precious original content to social media is like throwing fresh
water into the sea..

SPANISH
At the top of the Start Page, just click the flag and content
changes quickly between English and Spanish. The story, advertisements, and whole interface, change. The narrated text
also plays in either language.
This is a big market segment, too often overlooked. Hispanics have come here to earn a living and make a place for themselves. They also want to learn all about America and its ways.
What wonderful potential customers they are for bureaus like
yours! And English speakers want to learn about them too.
The Clean Machine is the least expensive way extending
your product to Hispanic readers. Stories come will usually
come with both (an “S/E” button indicates this). For better
results, we recommend human editing as a second step. A story can be printed in either language, and the audio narration
also has both languages. The speed with which we can flip
back and forth makes our program a useful tool for language
students.
START PAGE ADVERTISING
Ticket windows are presented like on a carousel, with
advertising between them and also in the column to the right.
Advertising on the Clean Machine is immune to ad blocker
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